Giov vs. the Volcano: Itinerant Cinema, Gendered Ecologies, and the Aeolian Islands

As one of the most dramatically visible testaments to the fact that our earth is on the move, volcanoes have a privileged relationship to the kinetic language of cinema, the art of moving pictures. Return to the Aeolian Islands (Fughe e approdi, 2010) chronicles director Giovanna Taviani’s journey to the Aeolian Islands, a volcanic archipelago off the coast of Sicily and setting for a host of films, Italian and non. The film is a voyage in memory and cinematic history, as Taviani, whose father and uncle are among the most celebrated living Italian directors, charts her past as actress, daughter and niece, cinephile, and film scholar. Juxtaposing contemporary shots of the islands with past films’ portrayals of these same landscapes, Return also documents the archipelago’s geological past in a study of ecological, and not just cinematic history. This talk begins to unravel the threads of a magmatic Aeolian landscape where volcanoes, cinema, and memory collaborate in the creation of what we might call a posthuman biography.
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